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RELIGIOUS HERITAGE




Are youngsters who have been brought up as Catholics still engaged with their Catholic tradition? Do they feel they are Catholic? How do they deal with their Catholic roots and what do these roots look like? It is often thought that it is especially Catholic youngsters who have little interest in their own religious tradition (De Hart 1990, 242 - 246; Van Dijk-Groeneboer and Maas 2000, 7; Van Dijk-Groeneboer and Maas 2001, 17-21, 25-27; Pieper and Vermeer 2001, 53-74; Van Dijk-Groeneboer and Maas 2005, 21-22; Van Dijk-Groeneboer, Maas and Van den Bosch 2008, 12-13); and that it is especially Catholic parents who find it difficult to pass on anything concerning religion to their children. The religious upbringing at home is characterised by a spiral of silence (Maas and Ziebertz 1997, 384-404; Elshof and Maas 2002, 135-150). 
This article demonstrates that Catholic youngsters indeed do receive a religious heritage. It describes what this heritage looks like and how it influences the lives of not only those youngsters who feel engaged with the church, but also of those who have become secularised. Underlying this article is a recent qualitative study into religious socialisation in Roman-Catholic home-life (Elshof 2008). With the help of in-depth interviews amongst three generations of engaged, less engaged and secularised Catholics, this study has researched whether and how Catholic religiosity has developed. The interviews were analysed using the semiotics of the Paris School (Lukken 1987, Maas 1993, Lukken and Maas 1996). By using this method, the religious shape could be distinguished from the religious meaning. Besides this, the bodily character of the religiosity, as it appeared in the interviews, could be seriously taken into account (Elshof 2004, Elshof 2006). This approach has found similarities and differences between the three generations.​[2]​ 

The first part of this article deals with the ‘what’ and ‘wherein’ of this specific religiosity: the religious content. First, an important religious similarity shared by the generations is described. In all three generations of Catholics it appears that being religious is primarily given shape through the body. Each generation, however, does so in its own specific manner. Secondly, the differences between the generations are dealt with. It appears that the ‘what’ of the religiosity of Catholic youngsters is closely intertwined with the religiosity of their parents and grandparents. The second part describes the ‘that’ and ‘how’ of the youngsters’ religiosity: their religious attitude. Also here, it appears that individual religiosity is not isolated but is connected to the peer generation and to the religious attitudes of the two previous generations. The third part delves deeper into the difference between the engaged and secularised Catholicism of young people. 

1.	What Catholics believe: the objective faith, fides quae 








The religiosity of the parents, born between 1955 and 1965, looks different. First of all, this has to do with the greater religious diversity. The parents go a step further than the grandparents by here and there candidly appropriating elements from other religions. In this way yoga and zen-meditation receive a place in the religiosity of faithful Catholics. If and when the parental generation calls on other religious traditions and creeds, they do so in their own specific way. They mould the various elements into a comprehensive whole. In doing so, shapes from other religions are harmonised with Catholic religious meaning. In this way, a Catholic religious orientation can be made up of elements from Catholicism, humanism, the peace-movement, the ecumenical movement and Buddhism. In the parental religiosity, Catholic tradition is easily fitted into other religious paradigms. The fact that Catholics from this generation are, in principle, prepared to call upon other religious traditions, does not mean that the interest in transcendence for this generation does not begin to diminish. (Korte 2004, 9-10). The grandparents’ notion of a heavenly Kingdom of God giving direction to social and individual life, appears to have disappeared in the case of the parents. The parents no longer speak of an afterlife, heaven, saints and of a righteous and consoling God. Actually, God is barely spoken of at all. Their religiosity is mostly immanent. God is experienced as the Creator who is to be found in his creation, but who is not completely distinct from it. The God of the grandparents is of a coming order; the God of the parents is becoming. God is experienced in the blossoming of people and nature; in experiences of togetherness, amazement and wholeness. Such experiences are associated with God. This does not by far occur as much in the case of experiences of failure and guilt. This generation’s religiosity is marked with the characteristics of a culture believing in a made-to-order society and life.
The Church also remains important for this generation; not so much as a place where God is searched for and experienced, but rather as a place where community life can be found. The fostering and maintenance of parish life receive much attention; sometimes religious reflection and growth pay the price of this (Elshof 2008, 351-357).





The religiosity of the grandchildren, born between 1975 and 1985, also has its own particular characteristics. This generation deals in a different way with the diversity in (religious) creeds and customs. Youngsters do not experience the various possibilities as a canopy from which the individual can choose certain elements and then mould them into a comprehensive whole with which one can then confront existential questions. They experience this diversity more as fragmentation; the various options cannot always be combined, but sometimes they mutually exclude each other. This means that one has to make choices. Not choosing is a serious option, just as much as a temporary choice is. Furthermore, it is, unlike their parents, specific to youngsters that they make use of religiosity and, if necessary, various religious traditions in their search for meaning in life. For youngsters religiosity serves in the search for their own identity and authenticity (Janssen 1998, 78). It is also the place where this identity is to be found; you show who you are through your particular choice of religiosity. If necessary, different religious traditions can all contribute. The deciding factor here is: ‘Where do I find myself in this? What suits me?’
In their religiosity, transcendence has once again become a theme. Young people suppose there must be ‘something’: a transcendent dimension which reaches beyond our visible and observable reality. They hold various images of transcendence. For example: a cosmic energy field; an order of fate and coincidence; or a universe that is ordered by cyclic processes of death and re-birth. Regarding transcendence, church-going Catholic youngsters tend to think of a mysterious dimension ‘belonging to God’. They think of God as being a mystery that gives and sustains life; a mystery of love which connects people. Through this, their own particular identity receives a dialogical colouring; an aspect we will return to further on. The youngsters’ own particular perception of transcendence does not run along the lines of the parental religiosity. Young people were raised in an atmosphere where religiosity took little interest in the explicitly religious. Three things can be remarked upon regarding youngsters who were raised as engaged Catholics. The first thing is that this transcendent layer, if it is experienced at all in church life, is experienced as something coincidental. If young people experience anything of God or the mystery of faith in church at all, then it is the result of an individual search, which assorted church-initiatives such as theme-get-togethers in the parish, dialogue-groups at parish-volunteers’ homes and camping-weekends are not directed at. Transcendence is experienced as a discovery which is stumbled upon by chance and through one’s own efforts. In church and at church-activities “it was all about peace and so on, and about sharing. You could say, about norms and values. You get a certain idea of what is allowed and not allowed and you become more social-minded. But “what does God have to do with all this?” and “why does a church deal with things like this?” are questions that weren’t asked, let alone answered.
The second thing that can be noted is that youngsters who have remained engaged with the church, were raised by parents who were very much engaged with the church themselves and who expressed their religiosity at home in a natural and almost playful manner. Regular church-attendance, a blessing with the sign of the cross before bedtime, reading from a children’s Bible, setting up the Christmas crib together while telling stories, joining in the Lenten Fast and talking about how to live more soberly, praying before meals and asking for whom prayers can be said, a palm-frond tucked behind a crucifix, an Advent’s calendar and so on. Parents often pass on what they have learned in their childhood and sometimes they have given these traditions a modern, contemporary shape. At home these youngsters have experienced that religiosity belongs to daily life and that it is important to reflect upon certain matters. In the home, this surface of rituals and symbols has become a path to the interior, leading to the mystery of faith.
Finally, this engagement, passed on at home, has also been embedded into a parish where youngsters are offered the chance to deal with questions about religion and church together with their peers. A choir, a liturgy-group, serving as an acolyte, helping in the children’s crèche or assisting with the renovation of the church-building: these all play an important role. Also here, it is the exterior form – faith expressed through volunteer work – which becomes the path along which faith can become interiorised and then flourish.
Engaged youngsters experience the Catholic tradition as being a space; as an affective climate; as a mystery which surrounds you and which you can experience through living; and where the church-building, the liturgy, rituals and symbols are, as it were, instruments of transcendence: they simultaneously are an incarnation of and a reference to the mystery that remains ineffable (Elshof 2008, 384-386), which is actually the classical Catholic definition of ‘sacrament’. 

2.	How do Catholic youngsters believe? the subjective faith, fides qua

Three different inclinations can be discerned regarding the attitude of Catholic youngsters towards Catholic tradition.

2.1.	The diminishment of the significance of religion for the majority of youngsters

The group of Catholic youngsters growing up without engagement to the Church is the largest and is increasing in size. The Churches have become players in the religious market-place, offering religious resources which can be called upon if one so desires, for example regarding the celebration of important moments in one’s personal life. However, among youngsters, the need for such ritual commemorations is decreasing (Dekker 2007, 29; Van Dijk-Groeneboer, Maas and Van den Bosch 2008, 26).
The secularisation of Catholic youngsters is usually not the result of a personal choice. They have had little experience with the Church and matters of faith. They are not secularised because they have had bad experiences themselves, but because this has been passed on to them at home. Being secularised is not their own conscious choice, but is part of the natural order of things. It is just as natural among youngsters as being engaged with the Church was for their grandparents. In the younger generation it is precisely being engaged with the Church that is a conscious choice which must be held to account. Unlike sometimes supposed, there is little compenasational behaviour to be found among secularised youngsters. They do not shop around the religious market-place on a large scale and the cutting and pasting of different religions is also not as extensive as it is sometimes thought to be. To a large extent they concentrate on practical life-goals such as work, studies and family and they try to enjoy life (Hijmans 1994, 58, 83-83). Regarding religion, they relate to what they happen to come across, for example on TV, instead of actively going out in search of it. Religiosity therefore does not play a large role in the case of secularised Catholic youngsters. In the generation of 17-34 olds, the attraction of new forms of spirituality is no greater than the attraction of the churches (De Hart 2007, 146,165). It can be seen that there is not only a diminishment regarding engagement with the Church among youngsters, but that there is also a diminishment in interest regarding questions concerning religion and spirituality in general.
As to the alternative religious circuit, youngsters prefer the esoteric, the paranormal and the magical. Youngsters are no longer open to the spiritual deepening and growth offered by New Age practices; they prefer to use the services of mediums and spiritual healers who invoke the assistance of higher powers via miraculous means. The audience cult of New Age is making way for the client cult of esoteric practices (Jespers 2007, 134, 137). For youngsters, religiosity is acquiring a more direct and consumptive character.
The critical or indifferent attitude of Catholic youngsters towards the Catholic Church is not a break with their parents’ or grandparents’ attitude; it is more a radicalisation of the attitude they observed in their parents and grandparents (Schwab 1995). This attitude is mainly the result of their experience with ecclesiastical shows of authority, especially regarding the Church’s speaking on subjects such as marriage, sexuality and fertility. Catholics who have remained engaged have also had positive experiences, besides these negative experiences.
Catholic youngsters think that freedom of religion is very important. Secularised Catholics, who do not regard being religious as important for themselves, also recognise that this may be good for others. They emphasise freedom of religion. Besides having respect for believers, they sometimes have a certain misgiving that engagement with the Church damages and reduces freedom as well as the responsibility and the rational ability of the individual (Van Dijk-Groeneboer, Maas and Van den Bosch 2008, 26-28). The religious freedom of the individual reaches its limits if it is felt that it diminishes the freedom of others. The institutionalised religions are especially eyed warily.
If youngsters reject the Catholic religion, this is usually accompanied by the rejection of other institutionalised religions such as protestant Christianity and Islam. Secularised Catholic youngsters seem to have less resistance to alternative spiritual groups and movements. Engaged Catholic youngsters are open to other religions as well as to alternative spiritual movements and groups. The supplementing-effect can be seen at work here: interest and openness is extended to other religious orientations (De Hart 1990, 111). Openness to other religious and spiritual groups therefore seems to be greater for engaged youngsters than it is in the case of secularised youngsters (Elshof 2008, 374-382).

2.2.	The increase in the significance of religion for a small group of youngsters

In the case of youngsters engaged with the Church, things look different. In comparison to the older generation, the Catholic religion and the Church are becoming more important for them. This attitude of youngsters engaged with the Church does, however, have its own particularities. For example, the engagement of these youngsters is characterised by a high degree of experiencing and feeling. Engaged youngsters yearn to experience being part of a larger community: the community of the Catholic Church or of the movement for Catholic youth. Besides this, experiencing faith as a mystery is also important for them. For young people, religious knowledge and nourishment are also less important than experiencing, applying all of one’s senses and community spirit (Kregting 2005, 16; De Groot 2006, 165, 167). As far as this goes, youngsters look a lot like their parents and grandparents. However, engaged youngsters mainly have religious motives as to their interest in religion. Compared to the older generations, where social motives also play a role, the religious aspect is more important for them (Dekker 2007, 21).
Engaged youngsters are more flexible in their experiencing of their faith than their parents are; they stress that they have their own particular way of believing and are searching for their own specific way of dealing with religious tradition (Van Dijk-Groeneboer, Maas and Van den Bosch 2008, 25). They speak in terms of: “giving my own twist to things”, “using whatever appeals to me”, “experiencing things in my own way” and “interpreting things my way”. One might think that the emphasis laid upon believing in one’s own way, belies the fact that the religion itself is less important. But the opposite is true. This does not mean a loss of meaning, but rather that greater emphasis is laid on the religious tradition. It is namely a strategy to gain acceptance. In this generation, where secularisation is mainstream and where religious institutes are always also perceived in a negative light, being religious is something out of the ordinary. Being religious entails being held to account: to oneself and one’s surroundings. When youngsters, in speaking about their being religious, stress the fact that they have their own way of believing, they are in fact saying that their way of being religious does not correspond to the religious tradition and its negative associations. Emphasising the flexibility of one’s commitment ensures that one’s religiosity is seen as authentic and personal and therefore acceptable: for oneself and for others (Elshof 2008, 381-382).
Besides this, it is noteworthy that engaged youngsters take their own stance regarding religious tradition: namely an open and orientating attitude, searching for whatever connects to their own lives and questions. They explore the tradition, searching for elements that may play a positive and constructive role. All the same, one cannot say that this is an example of uncommitted religious tourism: this way of dealing with religious tradition is more like a pilgrimage (Roebben 2007, 110-116): there is a high degree of openness to whatever was not being searched for and happens to be encountered. Youngsters move around ‘in the tradition’, ‘live in it’, let themselves be shaped by it and in turn shape it themselves: in their own particular way.
Not only tradition, but also the Church itself plays a larger role for engaged youngsters. For them, being part of a church-community is something that they choose. For the parents, being engaged with the Church, is partly felt to be a continuous duty to contribute to the fostering and future of the Church. They feel they have to support the Church. The youngsters in their turn feel more strongly that they are supported by the Church. The Church is more like a gift, on which they can call when need be, and with which they can loosen their ties temporarily. In their opinion, the future of the Church is less dependent on their own individual efforts. The Catholic tradition and Church form an all-encompassing and all-transcendent domain to which the individual may entrust himself and of which the individual remains a part, even during a period of less intense and direct engagement (Elshof 2008, 381-382). The ties are more flexible, but are given a more positive colouring. Engaged youngsters are more satisfied with Church tradition and are more intensely involved than the older generation is (Dekker 2007, 70).

2.3.	The development of a cultural Catholicism

Secularised Catholic youngsters are undecided and more or less suspicious of the Catholic religion and Church. However, this does not mean that they do not consider themselves to be Catholic. The statement: “We are Catholic” is mainly encountered in the case of secularised youngsters. In this way they demonstrate that their Catholicism does indeed play a role. This is evident in two areas.

2.3.1.	Catholic rituals and symbols

In the first place, their ties to Catholicism can be seen when they, even though secularised, wish to marry in Church or want to celebrate the birth of a child. This shouldn’t be a problem because ‘we are Catholic’. Secularised youngsters, baptised as children, expect openness and accessibility from the Church. From the perspective of the Church it is certainly not a strange idea to handle these requests positively. Perhaps these are the special moments which can be used to engage a part of the secularised youth with the community again. Requests by secularised Catholics for services surrounding a birth, a marriage or a death may offer opportunities for pastoral contacts which last longer than the baptism or marriage-service itself. Services such as these can be the start of renewed religious engagement. Youngsters or young parents, who request a church-service on the occasion of their marriage or of the birth of their child, may be open to this. However, this does not necessarily have to be the case. There are young people who want to marry in a church, but who cannot imagine having a church-service: “Marrying at the Town Hall is too short and I think it doesn’t really amount to much. There is more to be said for marrying in a church. More for the building and for the atmosphere”. As far as their desire to marry in a church goes, belief in God or a link to the church-community is irrelevant. It is more about the family-community: celebrating the addition of a new member to the family-circle. However, the religious aspect does not only function as a framework for this: the church-building, the rituals and the symbols all offer an extra dimension to the celebration of the family-community. It is more real; it feels more like a celebration. It puts the family in a religious, or rather, spiritual light. Here we see that people want to marry in a church and make use of religious rituals and symbols. This explicit openness regarding the religious form is accompanied by just as much explicit closed-mindedness regarding the religious significance given to marriage by the Church.
In these cases Catholicism continues to play a role, but in a special way. The religion’s ritual and symbolic repertoire is made use of, but the form receives an individual meaning which is disconnected from the meaning given by the religious tradition; and this is exactly what the individual wants. The content is determined by the individual.

2.3.2.	Catholic norms and values

Regarding the field of norms and values, Catholicism plays a role also among secularised youngsters. “Culture, the law and all that, that is all based on religion. Actually the whole of society is. I don’t think it would be a good idea if that were to change because of the arrival of other religions. I think that this is harmful, because those Moslems all attend; they attend the mosque more and more…. We are Catholic, and we mustn’t forget that.” Being Catholic is important here because as a Christian religion it forms the basis of Western culture and society. The same norms and values, stemming from this religion, are shared by all. On the one hand, these function like a sort of glue by which one can recognise each other. With the help of these, the culture can be kept free of strange religious influences. Here we can speak of culture-Catholicism which identifies culture with religion. In doing so, a part of the religion is appealed to: usually the norms and values which confirm the culture. In spite of this openness for Catholicism, there is at the same time an explicit closed-mindedness for what the Churches themselves have to say on certain matters, for example concerning the multi-cultural society. 

2.4.	‘We are Catholic’ versus ‘I am Catholic’. 

If secularised youngsters state that they are Catholic, they appeal to part of Catholic tradition. In this they are no different to engaged Catholics: grandparents, parents, but also the engaged youngsters are selective. Regarding religion, everyone makes choices and everyone has their own preferences. Secularised youngsters do this as well. The difference compared to engaged youngsters is not to be found in their selectiveness; the difference lies more in their non-dialogical way of dealing with tradition. Secularised youngsters are much less open to what religious tradition has to offer. They make use of certain aspects of the religious tradition but do not enter into a dialogue with it; there is no interest in the particular expressiveness of the religion itself or for the meanings that have developed in the Church. Secularised youngsters are usually religious tourists (the term is taken from Roebben 2007, 110-116); they shop around and what they find is adapted according to their own ideas. In the course of this, religion is given a content that is not religious, but rather secular or spiritual.
When secularised youngsters declare themselves to be Catholic, it sounds as if this is an inalienable characteristic. Being Catholic belongs to them; it is part of their identity. It is to be noted that they usually use the plural form: “We are Catholic.” Being Catholic is not so much something to do with a personal identity; but rather with a collective identity. By calling yourself Catholic, you place yourself within a community: the community of the Catholic family into which you were born or within the community of Western society. Being Catholic has nothing to do with personal choice; being Catholic is a given. It is connected to where you were born. Being Catholic has nothing to do with personal identity and is all about collective identity.
It is also interesting to note that engaged youngsters, when speaking about their own Catholicity, do this in the singular: “I am Catholic.” This is an example of a religious choice made consciously and which is accounted for by the individual. In the case of engaged youngsters, being Catholic is about personal identity. They demonstrate that they have made an individual choice to be part of the Catholic tradition and Church. It is all about a personal choice to explore and be part of Catholic tradition in a flexible way as a kind of pilgrim (Roebben 2007, 110-116).
 
3. Engaged and secularised catholicity

Grosso modo, two types of catholicity can be distinguished among Catholic youngsters: an engaged and a secularised catholicity. This can be seen, for example, in the youngsters’ ethical orientation but also in their dealing with the transcendent.

3.1. Self-realisation: two variants

Self-realisation plays an important role among youngsters nowadays: one must develop oneself; develop one’s opportunities; have faith in oneself. There are two variants which play a leading role regarding the way this self-realisation can be attained. These variants are ideal-typical: they cannot be found ready-made in practice, but they are sought after in practice.
In the first variant, self-realisation is an outward movement from the inside; a movement which must be disturbed as little as possible. Becoming a person is: discovering, fostering and developing one’s own centre, hidden away inside us. In this movement from within to without, our surroundings and other people are given a supporting and stimulating role. One can best develop oneself by living freely and independently, by avoiding duties and by achieving and consuming as one requires, also in relationships. Contacts are often functional. One’s own pleasure, influence and capability are what is most important. What hardly ever occurs, are experiences of powerlessness, of feeling incapable: experiences of sickness and death for example.
If these are mentioned, they are spoken of as isolated fragments, and are experienced as pure misfortune or as fate. Of that which transcends the individual, whatever can be manipulated and controlled is sought after and experienced. In the case of for example health, emphasis is laid on the influence one can exert over it: by living healthily and doing lots of sports. The world seems to be a fun-park, full of attractions which one should enjoy as many of as possible in life; a world where hunger and war are not mentioned, or at the most as an unwelcome snag impeding  the free choice of a holiday destination. This variant is not capable of giving the transcendent a meaningful role. Whatever is not able to be controlled, is not given a place. Whatever cannot be enjoyed is not mentioned. It is hidden away, but lingers in the background during moments of awkward silence. This variant of self-realisation views other people mainly as a function to one’s own life, to one’s own desires and to one’s own ability. By doing so, others are toned down. The fact that the other person in different, is not really considered, or not considered in a positive way. The other’s otherness and alterity do not contribute to you becoming yourself, but is rather seen as an obstruction to this. It is something that keeps you from reaching your own destination in life. This ideal view of autonomy means that the other’s pain and suffering and his call for support are not seen or heard. However, one’s own vulnerability and dependence are hidden away. The ideal image of living as a free and autonomous individual, accompanied by the burdensome duty to enjoy life as much as possible, in fact makes life unbearable. This ideal image holds an important place amongst secular Catholics (conf. Kronjee and Lampert 2006, 180-183).
The second variant can be described as follows: becoming oneself through the other. It is a more dialogical variant. We come across this variant more in engaged Catholic youngsters and it is expressed by them whenever they see others asking them for assistance, whenever they do volunteer-work and when their views are changed by others, for example in choosing to become pregnant or what to study. We also come across this dialogical variant, when the sphere of interest encompasses more than one’s own close family or relatives, one’s own work or school. We encounter it when youngsters perceive that another, more important dimension is hidden behind the exterior surface of designer-made clothes, status and salary. Youngsters who tend toward this second ideal are better equipped to deal with events such as sickness, death, suffering and vulnerability. These youngsters are more in tune with the fragility of life: their own as well as that of others. In their stories, other people are not mentioned as being an obstacle to their own development. It is precisely thanks to others, in their asking you for help, and exactly in their being different, that you can become yourself. This is an inclusive path to self-realisation, with consideration for one’s own and others people’s vulnerability. This ideal is stronger in the case of engaged youngsters. They are more able to see themselves and their own abilities in a relative way. They hold social values such as justice in high esteem and they are not as much impressed by values such as autonomy and materialism and by an individualism which has overshot its goals (conf. Kronjee and Lampert 2006, 168-189). Interesting work, a good relationship, children, health and a happy life are also very important for engaged youngsters. In this, they do not distinguish themselves from secularised youngsters. The difference lies in the way they are able to see their ability to attain this all by themselves, in a relative way. Others, circumstances, God: these are all to be reckoned with. You are not sailing alone; neither are you doing so on your own power. 

3.2. Two ways of dealing with transcendence

Although it is noteworthy that for engaged youngsters it almost goes without saying that they spend time and money on charity and good causes, whilst this is more an exception for secularised youngsters, the greatest difference between these groups is not the way they organise their lives, but rather how they experience life. A secularised youngster who climbs a mountain is likely to consider this as a valuable autonomous experience: he has succeeded! Such an experience offers no room for a transcendent God. These youngsters believe in themselves. Believing in God is superfluous for autonomous individuals who lead successful lives. Being non-religious is a statement of one’s own independence. If there is indeed ‘something’, or a God, which is not precluded without saying, then this God is not very important. For an engaged youngster, the same ascent to the mountain-summit is not only seen as an achievement, but mainly experienced as surrender and trust. Depending on each other and feeling the trust of being supported by fellow-mountaineers is what is important here. The dependability of the life-giving God is perceived in this mutual caring for each other.
There are also secularised youngsters who are interested in transcendence. They believe, for example, in spirits who float around the cosmos and for whom you must shut your windows at night. Or they ask advice from a fortune-teller who traces the lines on your palm or gazes into a crystal-ball. This is also evident from their prayers to deceased ancestors for assistance. The youngster who mentions this, is very much like her grandmother who, when she needed advice, addressed heaven and called on saints such as St. Mary and St. Anthony. Grandmother and granddaughter are both in search of heavenly succour. A transcendent dimension plays a role in both their experiences. All the same, besides this similarity, there is also an important difference. The grandmother will always conclude her prayer, in which she expresses her desires and questions, with a “Thy will be done”. In doing show, she subordinates her own will and views it in the light of God. She does so from a religious viewpoint, and by doing so associates the things she cannot understand with God: she is open to something other than her own will and desire. She removes herself, as it were, from the centre of things, and at that centre a space is created; space which opens up her own desire.




This article has demonstrated that individual religiosity has super-individual characteristics. The religiosity of the grandparents, the parents and the grandchildren is not isolated but is narrowly interwoven with the family in which one has grown up, with the generation one belongs to and with being engaged with the Church or not. These results are based on a small research-group of grandparents, parents and grandchildren who were born into Catholicism. No definite conclusions concerning the religiosity of other youngsters can be made from it. All the same, this does not mean that this study is not relevant to other groups. For if the religiosity of Catholic youngsters shows so many super-individual features, this could also hold true for the religiosity of youngsters from other religious traditions, creeds and customs. These results show that research into religiosity amongst groups of youngsters with different backgrounds in necessary. The difference between engaged and secularised Catholicism found by this study demands more detailed research into the influence of institutional affiliation on the individual’s quest for meaning, on religiosity and on various world-views.
Secondly, this study has a wider significance because it has demonstrated how important it is in all research into religiosity, to distinguish between the layer of the shape and the layer of the meaning. Forms of religious expression that appear similar, such as marrying in a church, do not have to mean the same, whilst matched meanings can be expressed through different shapes: mountaineering and praying the rosary can both express the individual’s recognition of being borne by God. These findings demand an open vizier when doing research into religiosity and demand that attention be given to the inner-perspective as well as to the distinction between shape and meaning.  
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^1	  This article is a translation of ‘Religieuze Erfenissen’ that was published in the ‘Handboek Jongeren en Religie’, Parthenon 2010. 
^2	  Generation-sociologists such as Becker (1992) but also Boschma and Groen (2007) have described that value-orientations, patterns of behaviour and lives are characterised by generational aspects. The analysis of the interviews in this study, has demonstrated that this is also true for the objective faith (fides quae) as well as for the subjective faith (fides qua), something touched upon by Stoffels (2006, 121-139).
